
Ladies Tu B’Shvat Event

The ladies (and girls in year 11+) takes place next Sunday, see the

back page for details.

Spectator Sport Rabbi Label Lam (Torah.org)

Fnd Hashem said to Moshe and Aharon in the land of Egypt saying:

"This month is for you the head of months, the first of the months of

the year it will be for you." (Shemos 12:1-2)

It’s a peculiar phenomenon, the incredible fascination that we all

have with news. Why it's almost an obsession. It's hard to live from

minute to minute, certainly day to day without knowing “What's

happening?”, “What's new?” Did not King Solomon tell us In

Koheles," There is nothing new under the sun!"?! Does that not mean

that ultimately there is no news?! Everything is a recycling of the old

news! No matter what the headline of day, it’s likely more of the same

“jealousy, appetite, and glory seeking that escorts man out of the

world” (Avos). So what's the big attraction, almost addiction we

have with news? Is it merely a mass insanity to be surrendered to or

severed from?

The Sefas Emes points out brilliantly that although there is nothing

new under the sun, the source of our passionate yearning for news is

really rooted in a soulful longing for the source of news which is

beyond the sun. We repeat twice daily in our morning prayers," He

renews with His kindliness constantly the act of creation!" As the

Zohar says," He looks into the Torah and creates the world!" The

world is in the process continually being constituted and affirmed by

the Almighty's loving gaze. Although the screensaver on your

computer looks static and frozen, it is always being energized and

made to conform to the program that constantly commands the

creation of that still-life picture. So it is with the whole world believe it

or not!

Again the Sefas Emes informs us of the fact that the exile began in

Egypt with the establishment of the new King. That was the beginning

of our capitulation to the control of surrounding political and social

forces. It wasn't long until our lives were not our own and our time

was under the dominion of Pharaoh. Therefore it is no mistake that

the first giant step forward out of Egypt starts by reclaiming the clock,

the calendar, by taking back time to be our own. This is the beginning

of Torah according to Rashi, because the Torah is not so much

interested in history or cosmology or the age of the universe but

rather what do we optimally do moment by moment about now!?

It was during the first Gulf War that a close friend and I shared an

observation that changed our lives. We noticed how totally engulfed

everyone was in what was happening, blow-by-blow in the

unfolding drama of war. We figured that if so many are so thirsty for

news, for something new that there must be a great opportunity of

equal proportion flowing into the world from the spiritual realm.
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The Week Ahead

Mincha & Kabbolas Shabbos 4.31pm

Candle Lighting and Shabbos 4.26pm

Seder HaLimud 8.40am

Shacharis 9.00am

Rov’s Mishnayos Shiur 3.51pm

Mincha 1st Minyan / 2nd Minyan 1.30pm / 4.21pm

y"w onf seq 10.11am

Tuesday / Wednesday / Friday 6.45am / 7.20am

Mincha & Maariv Next Shabbos 4.44pm (Shabbos 4.39pm)

Ovos uBonim 6.36pm

Mincha & Maariv All Week 4.25pm (Late Maariv @ 8.00pm)

Maariv & Motzei Shabbos 5.36pm

My friend, a successful businessman, and I dreamt of a modest

proposal, a simple business plan that was met universally with

rejection. The idea was, “What if we were to buy up yesterday's

newspapers and sell them today or next week at a cheaper price!?

Could that not be a profitable enterprise?”

The critics barked back that the day after the news of the newspaper

is old it is only good for wrapping fish, cushioning Pesach dishes, or

jumpstarting a barbecue. You have to hire someone to haul it away

the next day. Our response to this test question was, "If it isn't worth

anything the day after, then of what real value in terms of time,

money, and attention is it today?"

I am not a cartoonist but I conjured up mentally a picture. Keeping in

mind that “life is a self-portrait” and I devoted a good part of my

misspent youth as a baseball pitcher, I imagined Yankee Stadium filled

to the brim with 65,000 anxious fans. The pitcher is poised staring in

towards the catcher for a signal indicating what his next delivery will

be.

However instead of studying that sign his eyes are slightly vaulted to

where a giant screen sits above and behind the catcher and there is

a live feed, a real time video screen showing the pitcher watching

65,000 people, watching the pitcher watching 65,000 people,

watching him ad infinitum, like tilted mirrors in the bathroom that

allow you to see the back of your head forever. And the caption

reads, "Spectator Sport!"

The whole world is watching us, watch the whole world, watching

us, watch the whole world, and they grow impatient. With this first

mitzvah, this slight wink of the moon, we are invited-mandated- even

compelled to play a central role on the grandest of stages and not to

be mere observers in a “spectator sport”.

This week’s parsha is the introduction to the halachic process of

observance of the commandments of the Torah. In every

Pay Attention to the Details Rabbi Berel Wein (Torah.org)

Sunday 7.15am / 8.20am

Monday / Thursday 6.45am / 7.10am
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1. Why would not let the children leave at this stage?

2. What was the difference between the plague of locusts in the

time of , and the one in the time of ?

3. Where was informed about the coming ?

4. What did show visually?

5. Why should the not leave their houses before

morning?

6. Why did ask for a ?

7. Why is it important to realise that we left in the month of

Spring?

H. Name three Egyptian cities mentioned in the
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commandment there are numerous layers of meaning and

importance. There is the social and moral value that the

commandment represents and teaches. There are also the technical

minutiae and complex details that comprise the fabric of every

commandment.

The commandments regarding the observance of Pesach and of the

structuring of the Jewish calendar are part of this week’s parsha. The

general values of these commandments are apparent to all. Pesach

represents for us the value and concept of freedom from bondage

and teaches us the beginning history of our people. The calendar

has always been a necessity for social and commercial life and keeps

us in tune with the changing seasons of the year.

These are the general reasons and lessons of these commandments.

However, as we also all know, the devil always lies in the details. What

is the mechanism that will enable the story of our departure from

Egyptian slavery to freedom to remain fresh and vital thousands of

years later? Values only have life if they are somehow translated into

human action and normative behavior.

Theories are wonderful but they rarely survive the tests of time and

ever changing circumstances. Every scientific theory is therefore

subjected to be proven by physical experiment and validation.

Freedom is a great theory but unless somehow put into practical

application in society it remains divorced from the realities of

everyday existence. Just ask the North Koreans or the Syrians and

Iranians about freedom! It is the technical requirements of the

commandment – the matzo, chametz, hagadah, etc. – that alone are

able to preserve the value and validate the theory and guarantee its

meaningfulness for millennia on end.

The uniqueness of the Jewish calendar lies also in its technical details.

The permanent calendar that we now follow, established in the fifth

century CE, is a lunar calendar with adjustments to make it fit into a

solar year span. The technical halachic details how the last Sanhedrin

squared this circle are too numerous and detailed for the scope of

this parsha sheet.

However, suffice it to say, that if not for those details and calculations

our calendar would long ago have disappeared just as the ancient

calendars of Egypt, Babylonia, Greece and Rome have disappeared.

Many people look at calendars not as Godly commandments but as

merely a practical way to mark our passage through time. Thus the

details are really not important to them since we are only interested

in the so-called result.

But in Judaism, the details are of equal if not even greater importance

than the general value and end result that they represent. In our time,

those Jews who for various reasons only concentrated on the

values, who were good Jews at heart but observed no

commandments or details, rarely were privileged to have Jewish

descendants.

Of course concentrating only on the details and ignoring the value

system that it represents is also a distortion of the Godly word.

Seeing both the general value of a commandment and observing its

necessary technical details in practice is the guarantee for allowing

the Torah to survive amongst the people of Israel for all times.
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